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 Description: 

 Uni-Protector MC is a single component, moisture curing, urethane intermediate coat and special high quality
 additives designed for low temperature applications, providing chemical and abrasion resistance.

  * Outstanding adhesion to most substrates
  * Low temperature application - down to -10°C
  * Nice and smooth surface for improved aesthetical appearance
  * Outstanding abrasion and chemical resistance
  * Excellent application properties

 
 Recommended Usage:
 
 
   + Intermediate coat for lead over coating system
   + Ideal for stripe coating over primed surfaces
	 	 	 +	 Excellent	primer	for	sealing	concrete	and	flooring
   + Acceptable for use as a primer or intermediate coating
   + Meets requirements of SSPC Paint Spec No. 41
   + Meets requirements of Iso 12944-6 C5I and Norsok 501 in a system

 
 Specifications:

 Finish:   Lo Gloss
 Colour:   White, colours on request
 Volume solids:  76% ± 2%
 Weight solids:  83% ± 2%
 VOC:   175 gr/litre
 Shelf Life:  6 months, unopened
   Store indoors at 5°C to 40°C.

 
 Recommended Spreading Rate per Coat:

   Minimum Maximum
 Wet Microns      100       350 
 Dry Microns        76         266 
 ~Coverage m2/L      10      3,75
 Theoretical coverage
 m2/L @ 25µm DFT    30,4

 NOTE: Brush or roll application may require multiple coats to 
	achieve	maximum	film	thickness	and	uniformity	of	appearance

 
 Drying Schedule @ 100 microns wet:
at 50% RH 5°C 25°C 40°C

without Speedcure with Speedcure without Speedcure with Speedcure without Speedcure with Speedcure

To Touch 1,5 hours  45 min. 30 min. 15 min. 18 min.  9 min. 
To re coat
Minimum
Maximum

  8 hours
No restictions

1,5 hours 4 hours 30 min. 2,5 hours 15 min.

To cure 10 days 7 days 7 days 5 days 5 days 4 days
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 Surface preparation: 

 Surface must be clean, dry, and in sound condition. Remove all oil, dust, grease. dirt, loose rust, and other 
 foreign material to ensure adequate adhesion (SSPC-SP-1).

 Iron & Steel
 Remove all oil and grease from surface by Solvent cleaning per SSPC SP-1. Minimum surface preparation is 
 Hand/Power tool per ISO- St 2 or St 3. For better performance, use Near White Metal Blast cleaning per Sa 2½ 
	Coat	any	bare	steel	the	same	day	as	it	is	cleaned	or	before	flash	rusting	occurs.

 Concrete and Masonry
 For surface preparation refer to ICRI No.310.2, CSP 1-3 or SSPC SP13/NACE 6. Surfaces should be 
 thoroughly clean and dry. Concrete and mortar must be cured at least 28 days@20°C. Remove all loose
 mortar and foreign material. Surface must be free of laitance, concrete dust, dirt, form release agents, moisture
 curing membranes, loose cement and hardeners. Fill bug holes, air pockets and other voids. If the Uni-Protec-
 tor is used as a sealing primer, reduce the viscosity by adding approx. 10% of Uni-Solvent M.

 Previously Painted Surfaces
 If in sound condition, clean the surface of all foreign material. Smooth, hard or glossy coatings and surfaces
 should be dulled by abrading the surface. Apply a test area, allowing paint to dry one week before testing 
	adhesion.	If	adhesion	is	poor,	or	if	this	product	attacks	the	previous	finish,	removal	of	the	previous	coating	may	
 be necessary. If paint is peeling or badly weathered, clean surface to sound substrate and treat as new surface
 as above.

 Refer to our Product Application Guide for detailed surface preparation information.

 

Surface Preparation Standards

   Condition of Surface ISO 8501-1 Swedish Std.   SSPC         Nace
 White Metal     Sa 3.  Sa 3.    SP-5         1
 Near White Metal     Sa 2.5  Sa 2.5    SP-10         2
 Commercial Blast     Sa 2.  Sa 2.    SP-6         3
 Brush-Off Blast     Sa 1.  Sa 1.    SP-7         4
 Hand Tool Cleaning Rusted   C  St 2.  C  St 2.    SP-2         -
   Pitted & Rusted  D  St 2.  D  St 2.    SP-2         -
 Power Tool Cleaning Rusted   C  St 3.  C  St 3.    SP-3         -
   Pitted & Rusted  D  St 3.  D  St 3.    SP-3         -
 Solvent Cleaning  Dirty- greased  -  -    SP-1         -



 Application Conditions:
 
 Temperature
 Air and Surface :   -7°C (20°F) minimum, 38°C (100°F) maximum.
 Material:    7°C (45°F) minimum.
     Do not apply over surface ice or water.
 Relative humidity:   20% minimum, 99% maximum

 Refer to our product Application Guide for detailed surface application information.

 Ordering Information:
 
 Packaging:    1, 2½, 5, 10 and 20 Litre Cans.
 Weight:    1,50 ± 0,05  Kg/L.     
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 Application Equipment:
 
 The following is a guide. Changes in pressure and tip sizes may be needed for proper spray characteristics. 
 Always purge spray equipment before use with listed reducer. Use a new set of spray hoses and keep them
 reserved for 1-K moisture cure coatings, if the equipment is not well cleaned and if there is a foreign reducer
 or cleaning thinner in the system the coating can react to a chewing gum or simply not dry out.

 Reducer/Clean Up
 Spray:    Uni-Solvent M, Uni-Solvent 100
 Brush and Roll:   Uni-Solvent 100

 Airless Spray
 Pump:    30:1
 Pressure:   145 - 195 bar (2131 - 2866 psi)
 Hose:    ¼” ID
 Tip:    013” - 019”
 Filter:    60 mesh (250µm)
 Reduction:   As needed up to 10% by volume

 Brush
 Brush:    Natural bristle
 Reduction:   As needed up to 10% by volume

 Roller
 Cover:    ¼” natural or synthetic with solvent resistant core
 Reduction:   As needed up to 10% by volume

	If	specific	application	equipment	is	not	listed	above,	equivalent	equipment	may	be	substituted.
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 Application Procedures:
 
 Surface preparation must be complete as indicated.
 Mix material thoroughly prior to use with a low speed power agitator. Filter slowly through a 50 mesh (300µm)
 screen.
 Stripe coat all crevices, welds, and sharp angles to prevent early failure in these areas. When using a spray
 application, use a 50% overlap with each pass of the gun to avoid holidays, bare areas, and pinholes. If 
 necessary, cross spray at a right angle.

 Spreading rates are calculated on volume solids and do not include an application loss factor due to surface 
	profile,	roughness	or	porosity	of	the	surface,	skill	and	technique	of	the	applicator,	method	of	application,	various
	surface	irregularities,	material	lost	during	mixing,	spillage,	over	thinning,	climatic	conditions,	and	excessive	film	
	build.	Excessive	reduction	of	material	can	affect	film	build,	appearance,	and	adhesion.

 In order to avoid blockage of spray equipment, clean equipment before use or before periods of extended
 downtime with reducer Uni-Solvent M or Uni-Sovent 100. Pour a small amount of Uni-Solvent M over the top
 of the paint in the can to prevent skinning or gelling. Place a temporary cover over the pail to keep excessive
 moisture, condensation, fog, or rain from contaminating the coating.

 Uni-Speedcure is the accelerator for use, see data page for details.

 It is recommended that partially used cans not be sealed/closed for use a later date, if you do want to store 
	these	partially	used	cans	for	later	use	put	a	small	float	of	Uni-solvent	M	or	Uni-Solvent	100	on	top	of	the	paint	
 before sealing/closing the cans.

 Safety Precautions:

 Can could be under pressure, take care opening the litt.  Refer to technical data sheet before use.

 Published technical data and instructions are subject to change without notice. Contact your Unica Coatings representative for additional 
 technical data and instructions. 

 Disclaimer:
 The information and recommendations set forth in this Product Data Sheet are based upon tests conducted by or on behalf of the Unica
 Coatings Company. Such information and recommendations set forth herein are subject to change and pertain to the product offered at the
 time of publication. Consult your Unica Coatings representative to obtain the most recent Product Data Information.

 Warranty:
 
 The Unica Coatings Company warrants our products to be free of manufacturing defects in accord with applicable Unica Coatings quality 
 control procedures. Liability for products proven defective, if any, is limited to replacement of the defective product or the refund of the 
 purchase price paid for the defective product as determined by Unica Coatings. NO OTHER WARRANTY OR GUARANTEE OF ANY KIND
 IS MADE BY UNICA COATINGS, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED STATUTORY, BY OPERATION OF LAW OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING
 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.


